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Abstract. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing is said to be the next wave of
computing after client-server and web-based computing. It provides an
opportunity to harness a lot of idle peer-resources such as desktop computers
across the Internet, for solving large-scale computing applications. Each peer is
autonomous and it needs incentive for sustained contribution of its resources to
P2P applications. In addition, a flexible and efficient job scheduling is needed
to harvest the idle computing power as cheaply and economically as possible.
This paper introduces an economic based job scheduler for mapping jobs to
resources in P2P computing environment. The scheduler has been implemented
with the Compute Power Market (CPM) system developed using Sun JXTA
P2P technology. Our scheduler can be configured depending on users’ quality
of service requirements such as the deadline and budget constraints. Our
scheduler follows a hierarchy scheme. The design allows multiple consumers
and multiple providers to schedule and run jobs. To allow wider support for a
wide variety of applications, the system is designed to allow easy ‘plug in’ of
user applications.

1 Introduction
P2P computing has been touted as the next wave of computing after client-server and
web-based computing [1][22]. The P2P computing paradigm harnesses resources such
as storage, computing cycles, contents and human presence that are available at the
edge of the Internet. An advantage of P2P computing model is that everyone can
contribute their resources while being autonomous. Another advantage of P2P is that
a lot of otherwise unused resources can be harvested for the development of science,
engineering, and business. Different types of P2P systems have been developed to
support file sharing, distributed computing, collaboration, searching, instant
messaging and mobile devices. Example systems and applications [22] include
Napster, ICQ, Jabber, Gnutella, FreeNet and SETI@Home [14].
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P2P computing systems aim to exploit the synergies that result from co-operation of
autonomous peers. For this cooperation to be sustainable, peers (resource
contributors) need an incentive [8][12][15]. Efforts such as SETI@Home [6] are
successful in attracting a large number of contributors due to (a) their exciting
application theme—search for an extraterrestrial intelligence— and (b) their objective
of sharing results with the public. There is a huge potential in creating and
transforming P2P networks into a computing marketplace that brings together
providers and consumers. In such marketplace, peers (providers) gain economic
incentive by providing access to their resources; and they also get encouraged to offer
value-added services. The consumers benefit by gaining access to large-scale
resources on demand and having an ability to select resources by based on their
quality of service requirements.
In [18], we proposed a market-based resource management and job scheduling
system, called Compute Power Market (CPM), for P2P computing on Internet-wide
computational resources as market-based systems offer economic incentive for
resource providers and also support the regulation of supply-and-demand for
resources [8][11][15]. The CPM primarily comprises of markets, resource consumers,
resource providers and their interactions. Over the last three years [19], our team has
carried out an implementation of CPM using Sun’s JXTA [16] P2P computing
framework. It supports various economic models for resource trading and matching
service consumers and providers. The CPM components that represent markets,
consumers and providers are Market Server, Market Resource Agent, and Market
Resource Broker (MRB).
This paper focuses on a market-based scheduler implemented as a component of
CPM’s MRB. The broker is responsible for providing master-worker style application
scheduling services by discovering and selecting suitable resources that match user
requirements. The CPM scheduler adopts scheduling algorithms, originally developed
for Grid environments [13], and incorporates them within P2P computing-based CPM
system.

2 Related Work
Although job scheduling on parallel and distributed systems has been investigated
extensively in the past, they are limited to cooperative and dedicated environments or
system-centric in nature. Moreover, scheduling in different environments such as P2P
often involves different challenges and policies, for instance variation of resource
availability with time and the presence of large-scale heterogeneity. A number of
projects have investigated scheduling of computations on Internet-based distributed
systems. They include AMWAT [4], Condor [20], XtremWeb [23], Entropia [24],
AppLes[5], Nimrod-G[11], Javelin++ [10], and Java Market [8].
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3 CPM and JXTA P2P Framework
JXTA is a open source project initiated by Sun Microsystems. One of its main
objectives is to develop a standard protocol that all P2P applications can utilize, since
there are a lot of P2P applications which cannot operate, interact and utilize each
other's service. Worldwide developers have contributed to new services, for example
file sharing chatting and others.

Fig. 1. CPM/P2P Framework.

Compute Power Market (CPM) is a market-based resource management service
developed under JXTA. Through CPM, consumer and resource owner can trade
computational resources over a P2P network. Figure 1 shows the components of CPM
organized into layers. Layer 1 connects geographically distributed compute devices
through JXTA network across the Internet. Layer 2 is the middleware comprising
JXTA protocols and security. The Core Engine layer contains the main CPM
modules, while the application layer contains programs that utilize the functionality of
CPM modules.
The scheduler interacts with other modules in CPM to achieve the overall objective.
A global scheduler of CPM Market Resource Broker (MRB) interacts with the CPM
Market Agent to retrieve available resources in the market. With this information, the
global scheduler can then schedule tasks to selected resources. Local scheduler will
then schedule the execution of the tasks. Global scheduler and local scheduler will
provide an accounting module and billing information, which will be used to bill the
customer accordingly.
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4 Scheduler Architecture
The scheduler is one of the main components in CPM. It is responsible for assigning
tasks from customer to resource providers. The scheduler will be operating in a
market environment, where it schedules tasks based on deadline and budget. The type
of jobs which can take advantage of our scheduler are those that can be partitioned
into smaller tasks and executed in an independent manner such as Monte Carlo
simulation, image processing applications, molecular docking and others.
In general, schedulers can be categorized according to their scope. They are the
global scheduler and the local scheduler. The global scheduler is also known as
macro-scheduler, while local scheduler is also called a micro-scheduler [3]. The
global scheduler decides the resource to which the user job is to be allocated based on
a certain global scheduling policy, but local scheduler chooses the job to be run on the
local system based on the local system policy.
Schedulers can be categorized according to their architectural model. The three
commonly used models for organisation and structuring of schedulers are centralized,
hierarchical, and distributed models [2][21]. The CPM scheduler follows a
hierarchical model. The main components of a CPM scheduler are global scheduler,
job monitoring, resource discovery and local scheduler.

Fig. 2. CPM scheduler architecture.

4.1 Scheduler Components
Global scheduler is responsible for the scheduling of a customer’s job. The
components of a global scheduler are:
•
Scheduling Advisor – Schedule tasks to local scheduler based on a specific
scheduling algorithm.
•
Scheduling Algorithm – Two types of heuristics scheduling algorithms are
supported. They are Cost Optimized and Time Optimized scheduling algorithms
[13]. Cost Optimized algorithm schedules tasks for customer where their main
concern is cost, while making sure that deadline is reached. Time Optimized
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scheduling tries to complete the tasks as soon as possible and within the specified
cost.
•
Trader Manager – Negotiate price with Trader Server at local scheduler for an
agreeable price.
Job Monitoring module monitors the status of tasks and triggers the global
scheduler to reschedule if failure occurs. This includes tasks which do not execute or
complete within expected period of time or tasks which have failed. The discovery
component is used for searching available resource providers over the network.
The CPM local scheduler can accept tasks from more than one global scheduler but
only one task is executed at a time. The components of a local scheduler are:
•
Scheduling Advisor – It accepts or rejects a given task based on resource
provider’s specified scheduling policies. It schedules the execution of tasks based
on local scheduling algorithm.
•
Scheduling algorithm – Support scheduling based on first-in-first-out (FIFO)
method.
•
Trader Server – Negotiate price with Trader Manager.
•
Policy – User can specify the scheduling policy which decides what tasks get
accepted and what task does not. Three types of policies are supported: minimum
price of the total given tasks, total maximum time length acceptable by resource
provider and availability.
•
Dispatcher – Dispatches customer’s application for execution. Two types of
application are supported currently. They are java applications and Windows
executable programs.
4.2 Scheduling Activities
Scheduling can be divided into 5 steps. The steps involved are:
i) Resource discovery, where resources are searched for and found.
ii) Resource trading, which involves retrieving the necessary information for
selecting and scheduling tasks at the next stage.
iii) Scheduling, where tasks are matched to resources, using a scheduling algorithm.
iv) Execute and monitor the task on resources used.
v) Rescheduling: It handles reassignment of failed tasks or schedule variation to due
to the change in the availability of resources.
4.2.1
Resource Discovery
Before a customer can schedule tasks to peers, resources need to be discovered. In
JXTA, resources, services and others are represented as advertisements. The CPM
resource advertisements contain information such as price, speed of computation and
others, which are published by resource providers. There are 3 ways to discover
advertisements, either through local cache, direct discovery or indirectly through a
rendezvous peer [16]. A Rendezvous peer is a special peer, which provides the service
of discovering other peers or resources.
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4.2.2
Resource Trading
The trading module in the global scheduler and the local scheduler is used for
negotiating agreeable price. In the current implementation, there is not much
interaction involved. We use a flat-price market model whereby providers advertise
their resources using resource advertisements. Global scheduler that discovers the
resource advertisements will then decide which peer to hire depending on a few
criteria, such as cost, speed and completion time. The information of cost and speed
can be retrieved from the resource advertisement. However for the completion time,
the global scheduler needs to query the local schedulers. Communication between
global scheduler and local scheduler is done via JXTA pipe service. The benefit of
using pipes for communication is that it hides the need to know each other's IP
address and port number, using only peer IDs. Besides that, the communication can
cross firewalls. These are important aspects, especially in P2P environment.
An "order ID" is also being returned when a global scheduler queries for the
completion time at a local scheduler. The order ID is used to resolve contention when
two or more global schedulers are interested in a peer at the same time. When a global
scheduler wants to make a purchase, it needs to supply the order ID, which will
change when an order is successfully made.
4.2.3
Scheduling
The global scheduler allocates tasks to a local scheduler through a contract. A contract
is an agreement between the global scheduler and the local scheduler on the award of
one or more tasks to it. Each task can be different in terms of functionality, runtime,
input files, etc. However, they must not have any dependencies among them. A
contract received by a local scheduler is put into a queue, and processed in FIFO
order. A task from the contract will be processed. The required files, such as
application and data files, will be fetched when the task is about to run.
A resource is selected based on the resource’s price versus customer’s budget and
resource’s completion time (next available time) versus customer’s deadline. We
provide two scheduling algorithms for a user to choose, depending on their priority in
cost and speed [12]. In cost optimization scheduling, the scheduler will try to schedule
as many tasks as possible to the cheapest provider as long as deadlines are not
exceeded. As for time optimization, the scheduler will schedule to make sure tasks are
completed as soon as possible, taking care that budget is not exceeded.
4.2.4
Execution and Monitoring
When a task is ready for execution, the local scheduler will request the necessary data
or files from the global scheduler. After the required data is available, the task can be
executed. The module that is responsible for the execution of customer applications is
the Dispatcher. The dispatcher learns of the type of application and then executes the
right command to run the application. The current implementation supports 2 types of
applications, Java programs and Windows executable programs.
Job monitoring module is responsible for monitoring the status of the tasks. When a
task fails to execute or complete within expected period, job monitoring module will
abort the task and reschedule it to another peer. To avoid the possibility of a failed
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task being moved from one peer to another, user can set the maximum number of
times a task can be rescheduled.
4.2.5
Rescheduling
Scheduler will reschedule a task when it is triggered by the job monitoring module.
Rescheduling a task is just like scheduling, where it is reassigned to a new provider.
When the scheduler cannot find a suitable resource, customers may update their QoS
parameters such as budget and/or deadline constraints, so that resources that meet the
new criteria can be found.

5 Scheduling Experiments and Results
We have developed a simple image processing application as a simulation. The
application is used for segmenting an object from an image using adaptive
thresholding method [17].
The objective of the experiments are to see how the scheduler schedules a task
under different budget and deadline constraints. We conducted our test in a local area
network (LAN) with bandwidth of 100Mbps. Table 1 shows the hardware used We
have configured a job consisting of 40 tasks on a Window machine to be scheduled to
4 provider machines (labeled as Win2000, XP1, XP2 and Linux), the specifications of
which are shown in Table 1. Each task uses an input image involving an estimated
28141 million operations, which will be processed by an image processing application
as shown in Figure 3. All machines are benchmarked using a standard application
where the number of floating point operations they can perform in a second is known.
The price is set as tokens per hour and the value of tokens can be mapped to a real
currency. Each task consists of an image with the same dimension and parameters.
We then schedule the tasks out to resources where objects in the image are segmented
and returned to the customer.

Fig. 3. Processed images with different mask size which have been resized.

In the first experiment, we have allocated 500 tokens with the deadline of 1 hour to
perform the job, which consists of 40 tasks. We select Time Optimization as the
scheduling algorithm to schedule the jobs. Figure 4 shows the task completion time
by the machines. From the graph we can see that all tasks completed before the
deadline (i.e. 3600 seconds). Machines XP1 and XP2 have been scheduled the most
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Table 1. CPM testbed and hardware configuration

Fig. 4. Graph showing Time Optimization scheduling of 40 tasks. Budget allocated is 500
tokens with time deadline of 1 hour.

tasks (13 tasks), since both have the highest processing speed and the budget allocated
is sufficient. Therefore, in cases where budget is more than required, cost becomes a
less important constraint, and the dominant factor which determines the completion
time is the number of resource providers and their respective processing speeds.

Fig. 5. Graph showing Time Optimization scheduling of 40 tasks. Budget allocated is 350
tokens with time deadline of 1 hour.

In the second experiment, we still use Time Optimization algorithm to schedule the
same jobs, but now the budget has been reduced from the previous 500 tokens to 350
tokens. From Figure 5, we can see that reducing the budget will reduce the number of
tasks allocated to more expensive machines. In this case the number of tasks allocated
to machine XP2 has been reduced to 5. Cheaper but slower machines like Win2000,
for instance, get more tasks.
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Fig. 6. Graph showing Cost Optimization scheduling of 40 tasks. Budget allocated is 300
tokens with time deadline of 1.5 hour.

For the final experiment, we use the same job again for our test. However, we change
our scheduling strategy to Cost Optimization, allocating only 300 tokens, with the
duration of 1.5 hours. From Figure 6, we can see that the scheduler utilizes the
cheapest resources by allocating as many tasks as possible to them, for instance
machines Win2000 and Linux. The most expensive resource, machine XP2, does not
get any task at all. Notice that all 40 tasks are completed well before the deadline (of
5400 seconds).
From this experiment, we can deduce that if task execution time can be reasonably
estimated, then the Cost Optimization scheduling algorithm provides better results in
terms of budget used and completion time (within the deadline given).

6 Conclusion
We discussed a market-based scheduler for JXTA-based P2P computing system. It
followed hierarchical model for system architecture. It consists of global scheduler,
which is implemented as part of the CPM market-resource broker and local scheduler,
which implemented as part of the CPM market resource agent. We discussed in depth
the implementation of two market-based global scheduling algorithms within CPM
global scheduler along with experimental and performance results.
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